Complex systems are made of many elementary components in interaction. To model such systems, it is generally more convenient to decompose them into subsystems that are simpler to handle. This new division is to be made in a methodical way, by identification and complete definition of the various structures, actions and interactions of those sub-systems. In this work, the decomposition of the overall system into sub-systems is based primarily on the use of the Discrete EVent System Specification (DEVS) formalism. The obtained atomic and coupled models are formally verified and validated. Then, we use the Multi-agent Development KIT (MAD-KIT) Multi Agent Systems (MAS) operational tools to implement an industrial simulator. This simulator is used by beginner operators in the petroleum field to ameliorate the process of training and learning without stopping the real processes. The advantage of this approach is its adaptability as well as its possibilities of extension (addition of new functionalities). Moreover, the decomposition into sub-systems reduces significantly the complexity of the elements being implemented and therefore, allows a great modularity and a better legibility to the system. Our work is realised in collaboration with the production department of natural gas liquefaction (GL1/K Skikda), one of the principal hydrocarbons poles from SONATRACH complex in Algeria.
Introduction
A complex system is a system made of a great number of entities into interaction where the overall behaviour emerges from the actions and interactions of the components which make it up. The modelling and simulation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] of those systems can be used for several purposes, for example, in order to handle the modelled system without risks, observe and analyse the phenomena emerging when we change the system inputs, improve understanding and prevent eventual damages of the system or while the system conception steps. The application domains of modelling are various and diversified. The formalisms used must be adequate in order to fully represent the structure and the behaviour of the studied system. Thereby, we need specific formalisms for modelling each category of systems. Today, modelled phenomena reach high degrees of complexities and smoothness, which require usage of performant and flexible Information Technology (IT) tools.
The IT tools are very widespread for systems modelling. A good prospection and choice of appropriate IT elements may ensure good solutions.
According to its importance, an industrial system can contain thousands of elements, even more. This is the case, for example, of the complexes of petroleum processing. The present work falls within this context.
Our work is realized in collaboration with the production department of natural gas liquefaction (GL1/K Skikda), one of the principal hydrocarbons poles from SONATRACH complex in Algeria and it aims to build an operational simulator of an industrial process (Steam Generator) used in this complex.
Thus, it may be convenient to define this work in these terms: what are the steps to be followed and the tools to be used for modelling this industrial process?
Today, there exists a large and significant panoply of methods, tools, products, platforms and development environments intended for modelling and simulation of processes.
The main difficulty when modelling a complex industrial system is the need to effectively manage its parameters. This is the field of systems integration, that is to say, the ability to produce a new industrial system from several existing systems.
The modelling of such systems requires a rigorous approach consisting, principally, of:
• In-depth knowledge of the real system.
• A perfect knowledge of the laws governing the area in which the system is supposed to evolve.
• Determination of the parts of the system to be modelled.
• Determination of the levels of abstraction that will determine the atomic and coupled models which compose the whole system.
• Determination for each model of the sequences of states, connections, communications, interactions and interfaces with other related models.
• Application of formal and operational tools to use for each model separately, testing its dynamic evolution and correcting eventual errors.
• When all the atomic and coupled models are errorless, one may connect the whole system components, then test them and make eventual corrections.
In the adopted approach, we use the Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) [10, 11] for representing formally atomic and coupled models. Particularly, functioning of all the models is mathematically described and their interactions are graphically showed. On the other hand, complex industrial systems are generally classified as discrete event systems and according to B.P. Zeigler [11] , we can prove that this formalism is adequate to represent the whole of this type of systems. Then, we use a MultiAgent System (MAS) platform to implement this application.
We have chosen the MAD-KIT platform [12] , particularly for the concepts of AGR (Agent, Group and Role). This platform is based on the organizational AALAADIN model [13] [14] [15] which ensures hierarchical partitioning into elementary entities and gives many conception tools for static and dynamic representations of the system to be simulated. The result of these steps is an operational simulator of an industrial process in the hydrocarbons field.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some related works. Section 3 concerns a general overview of the DEVS and MAS formalisms. The 4 th section is devoted to the simulated industrial system. In Section 5, we present the system implementation and, finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
Related Works and Motivation
Several approaches combine the DEVS and MAS formalisms. The method we propose in this paper goes in this way and is inspired by the following models.
The JAMES (Java-based Agent Modelling Environment for Simulation) and JAMES II (Javabased multipurpose Environment for Modelling and Simulation) platforms [16] [17] [18] allow dynamic simulations of multi-agents systems. An agent is characterized by a set of DEVS atomic model parameters, whereas a group of agents is represented by a coupled DEVS model parameters and the communication between each model and the environment is determined by the inputs and outputs events.
The agent environment plays an important role and it is perceived as a shared framework for the agent's interactions [19] [20] [21] [22] .
The GALATEA platform (GLIDER with Autonomous Logic-based Agents, Temporal reasoning and Abduction) [23] [24] provides high level simulation concepts for specification and design of multi-agents systems such as Believe, Desire and Intention (BDI). Thus, one can model roles and action plans and establish communication, negotiation and dialogue between agents, allowing the emergence of efficient distributed solutions. The GALATEA platform uses DEVS formalism.
GALATEA combines two research lines: The simulation languages based on the Zeigler theory of simulation and the logical reasoning to select possible actions to perform in a knowledge environment based on logical agents. This platform uses a set of logical programming oriented languages and allows modelling by using several formalisms. The major disadvantage of this platform is its difficulty of implementation [25] .
The Virtual Laboratory Environment (VLE) [26] [27] is a high level simulation framework based on DEVS. This platform allows the simulation of the multi-agent systems by using the DEVS formalism. An agent is represented by a DEVS atomic model, an external stimulus by a message and the environment is characterized by CELL-DEVS [28] [29] .
The DEVSimPy platform [25] considers the advantages and disadvantages of these latter platforms and provides a framework for agents modelling and simulation by using DEVS formalism.
Thus, both the agents and the environments are represented by DEVS atomic models. A group of agents is represented by a DEVS coupled model.
Finally, one can conclude that, in these approaches, the agents, environments, interactions between the agents and groups of agents are represented by atomic and coupled DEVS models.
After having studied profoundly all the approaches enumerated above, we propose a new approach which respects the following constraints:
• Specific to the field of application, in this case, modelling of industrial processes (in particular the domain of hydrocarbons).
• Simple and fast to implement.
• Flexible and extensible.
• Very reliable: reliability is very important for industrial systems.
• Ensuring effective human-machine interfaces adapted to the application field (being able to represent graphically evolutions of the real time processes through various forms of display: synoptic, curved plans...).
• Allowing several modes of simulation (such as step by step or according to chosen clocks).
In order to answer to the aforementioned arguments, we propose a DEVS based software process simulation modelling technique combined with a multi-agent system (MAS). With this approach, we can clearly specify and verify the simulation model.
The proposed approach is based on the following principles:
• Partition of the global system into sub-systems.
• Using the DEVS formalism for the determination of the atomic and coupled models according to the levels of abstractions of the obtained components (Discrete event simulation has a fast execution).
• Checking and validating of these models can be made easy thanks to DEVS specifications.
• Implementing of the system, thanks to the MAD-KIT multi-agent platform, by using the AGR methodology. This means writing an extension of MAD-KIT to ensure the necessary transformations between the DEVS models and MAD-KIT on one hand and the modelling of interactions between these models on the other, and, lastly, to ensure coordination between the various components of the system. • The choice of the AGR model can be justified by its simplicity of implementation and its adaptation to the specified domain. MAD-KIT is a MAS platform written in JAVA, which offers highly successful tools for the management of the agents (creation, scheduling, interactions with messages passing...).
Contribution
In our approach, instead of representing the MAS components by using atomic and coupled models, we proceed in a different way. At first, the atomic and coupled models which compose the system to be modelled are defined and then these entities are implemented by using MAS components.
Implementation of the DEVS models by the use of the formalism AGR facilitates enormously the task of programming: the atomic models are easily implemented thanks to the agents and the coupled models by the notion of group of agents, the interactions between agents and groups of agents are materialized by message passing tools.
In order to give a general overview of this implementation let us consider that [25] : 1) A DEVS model can be considered as an independent entity or as a model of a larger system, 2) For each atomic or coupled DEVS model it is possible to build an equivalent DEVS atomic model. That is to say that DEVS formalism is closed under coupling. Thus, one can consider only atomic DEVS models specifications (equation 1), for example, in order to simplify the implementation of DEVS models by using MAS.
The models (the agents) we have developed are implemented by using java code and the interactions between agents (inputs and outputs events) are performed by MAS message passing tools. Some algorithms are presented in Section 5.
General Overview

The DEVS Formalism
The DEVS formalism was introduced by B.P. Ziegler in the seventies [10, 11] . It is an approach to modelling based on the overall theory of the systems. This approach was adopted and developed by an international community of researchers [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . The DEVS formalism has been improved and adapted to a significant number of applications [39] [40] [41] [42] .
There are two kinds of models in DEVS: atomic and coupled models. The atomic models are based on continuous time inputs, outputs, states and functions. The coupled models are constructed by connecting several atomic models.
DEVS atomic models
A DEVS atomic model is described with the following equation:
X is the set of input events. Y is the set of output events.
S is the set of states. 
DEVS coupled models
The equation (2) describes a coupled DEVS model:
Self: is the model itself. X self is the set of inputs of coupled model. Y self is the set of outputs of coupled model. D is the set of names associated with the components of the model, self is not in D. {Md/d ∈ D} is the set of components of coupled model. EIC, EOC and IC define the coupling structure in coupled model. EIC: The set of input links. They connect the coupled model to its components. EOC: The output links. They connect the components to the coupled model. IC defines internal coupling. It connects the outputs of components with entries from other components in the same coupled model. However, no direct feedback loops are allowed. This means that an output port of a component (model) can't be connected to an input port of the same component. 
The DEVS modelling
The multitude of modelling tools and the desire to reuse existing models have stimulated researchers to guide their work to the standardization of the tools to be used. The DEVS formalism seems to be well suited for this mission.
The strength of DEVS is summed up in its ability to express, thanks to the concept of abstraction applied to each level, ranging from atomic models to a collaboration of a set of models where each model interacts with the others. Although independent of the implementation, DEVS provides a modular and hierarchical vision of dynamic models. Events generated by a model can take values in various fields and can be stimuli for other models. Thus, according to B. P. Zeigler [10] [11] , we can prove that there is a DEVS model for all discrete events systems. But we can go further. In fact, DEVS can be 'universal' [43] , allowing the coupling of models and formalisms described as heterogeneous paradigms. The main idea is that the models are considered as black boxes that have no link with the outside world except through input and output ports to exchange events and values. With this feature abstraction, several models can be coupled while enjoying the reuse of existing models. It is also possible to perform formal verification of DEVS models, which is a valuable aid in the design of systems [44] .
Coupling models based on DEVS is a typical task. However, non-DEVS models require extra effort to be coupled. Two methods exist to incorporate a non-DEVS model in the DEVS: co-simulation and transformation [46] . Transformation of non-DEVS models to the DEVS comes in the way to specify models in a uniform language. Vangheluwe [9] represents the various possible transformations by using formalism transformation graph "FTG". In the case of co-simulation, which is standardized, one considers the communication between simulators and not the model specifications. There are several works such as High Level Architecture (HLA) [47] which come into this framework.
The Multi-Agent Systems (MAS)
The multi-agent approach is at the root of the connection of several specific domains of artificial intelligence, distributed computing systems and software engineering. It is a discipline that focuses on collective behavior produced by the interactions of several autonomous and flexible entities called agents. These interactions turn around the cooperation, competition or coexistence between these agents. A multi-agent system (MAS) is a distributed system consisting of a set of interacting agents. It is [13] , [48] [49] generally characterized by: each agent has limited information and problem-solving abilities and each agent has an individual space (its environment) and a partial view of a distributed space (sharing environment);
• There is no overall control of multi-agent system.
• Data are decentralized.
• Calculations are asynchronous.
• The agents can interact by transmitting messages or by producing and consuming data via shared memories (blackboards).
J. Ferber [13] defines components of MAS as follows:
• An identified environment provided with a system, that is to say, a space delivered, generally, with a metric.
• A set of passive objects that can be perceived, created, modified or destroyed by agents.
• A set of active agents.
• A set of relations that link objects between them.
• A set of operations that provide the opportunity for the agents to perceive, produce, consume, transform and manipulate objects.
• A set of universal laws which are operators responsible for representing the application of agent actions on the world and the world's reaction to these actions.
AALAADIN model
With AALAADIN [14, 15] , one can describe multi agent systems with different forms of organizations such as market-like or hierarchical organizations and therefore it could be useful for designing MAS. The organization in AALAADIN is a framework for the activity and interaction through the definition of groups, roles and their relationships. Figures 3 and 4 represent the diagrams of this model. AALAADIN uses the concept of AGR (Agent, Group and Role):
Agent: An agent is only specified as an active communicating entity which plays roles within groups. The model places no constraints on the internal architecture of the agents. Figure 3 represents the Agent model. Group: Groups are defined as atomic sets of agent aggregation representing any usual multiagent system. Each agent is part of one or more groups. In AALAADIN, groups can freely overlap.
Role:
The role is an abstract representation of an agent function, service or identification within a group.
Each agent can handle multiple roles, and each role handled by an agent is local to a group. Figure 4 represents the diagram of AALAADIN model. 
Simulated Industrial System
Our implementation concerns the simulation of an industrial regulation system (Steam Generator) used in industrial petroleum process [50] [51] . In this section, we will show this process. Two major components compose the process: the feeding water which provides appropriate quantities of water as requested by the second entity: the boiler, which generates the steam as required for other industrial processes (turbocompressors, turbines...). Figures 5 and 6 illustrate this system. 
The Feed Water Station
This station supplies the steam generator with feeding water, it includes:
• The condenser (15E01).
• The degasser (15B02).
• The feed water tank (15B01).
Circuit description
The extracting water comes from the condenser (15E01) by the bottom, it gets through a valve and a mesh filter before its inhalation by the pumps (15 PM 02 A/B). This water is inhibited with 12 bars towards the maintaining ejectors (15 E 05 A/B) and it will feed the heaters while passing by the valve (15 FVA) towards the degasser (15B02) and the valve (15FVB) turns back towards the condenser. 
The Steam Generator
A boiler is a steam generator; it aims to raise the temperature of water until changing its status, that is to say, to become steam, and then to bring it to proper defined pressure and temperature.
Regarding boiler's construction, we distinguish:
• Boiler making: tubes return box, screens, atomizer, super-heaters and drums • The combustion chamber: burners, air circuits and auxiliaries.
Principle of operation
The water is brought to the boiler by a feedingwater pump. The power of the boiler is featured by intensity of steam expressed in kilograms produced per hour.
The air is provided by two blower's fans, the first one is conducted by turning turbine and the second one operates through an engine (these two fans do not operate simultaneously), the air is then heated by the air super-heater before entering the burners by using the heat of evacuated gases. The air flow is regulated according to the fuel, to have a complete combustion.
The feeding of water is done starting from a pump controlled by two valves mounted in parallels, the first one is used to fill the tank and the other one for regulation purpose (body of adjustment/regulation); from where it comes out to go then by an economizer in order to be heated by the calories of the evacuated smoke and returns finally to the higher tank to produce the steam.
The saturated steam comes out from the higher tank, goes by the super heater (in the hearth), its temperature increases while its pressure varies slightly. At the end, the final temperature of the produced steam will be regulated. This dry steam is also called load of the boiler.
Regulations which ensure the generation of steam
Five conditions are required to ensure a proper production of steam:
1. Regulation of heating (a correct air-gas factor).
Control of combustible flow (15FVG).
Control of air flow (15KT01).
4.
Regulation of balloon level (15H01) to 50%.
Control of superheated steam temperature (495 • C).
DEVS Model of the Industrial Simulator
To model our system, we have used primarily the DEVS formalism; therefore, we have split up our process into four models. Each coupled model is composed of a set of atomic models. Figure 7 represents the overall structure of the simulator based on the suggested DEVS model.
The release of disturbances is done by the operator which controls the system by getting instructions from the load (i l) 1 of the simulator.
The feeding coupled model
Decomposition on atomic DEVS models of the feeding coupled ensures the operation of water feeding:
• Model (15LIC05): Shows the regulator (15LIC05). Its role consists of the control of the tank. The regulator (15LIC05) sends the orders of opening and closing (o fw) towards the 15FVC valve until the measured level is equal to the desired level (65%).
• Model (15B01): Shows the tank (15B01).
Its role consists of checking the level of water (t l) in the tank.
• Model (15FVC): Shows the valve (15FVC). This valve controls water flow (c w f) entering the condenser.
The condensation coupled model
Decomposition of the condensation coupled model into a set of atomic DEVS models to carry out the condensation operation of water.
• Model (15LIC12): Shows the regulator (15LIC12). Its role consists of the control of the condenser. The regulator (15LIC12) sends the orders of opening and closing system (o cn) towards 15FVA valve until this measured level is equal to the desired level (65%).
• Model (15E01): Shows the condenser (15E01). Its role consists of checking the variation of water level (c l) in the condenser.
• Model (15FVA): Shows the valve (15FVA). Its role is to control the water flow (t w f) coming out towards the tank.
The combustion coupled model
This model is formed by a set of atomic DEVS models making it possible to carry out the combustion operation:
• Model (15HIC01): Shows the regulator (15HIC01). Its role is to control the combustion and to adjust the steam flow (v f).
In fact, if this flow is not consistent to the load of the boiler, it sends orders of opening and closing (o cm) towards the Turbo-fans (15KT01) and to the valve 15FVG in order to reach the desired sizes.
• Model (15KT01): Shows the Turbo-fan (15KT01). Its role is to control the air flow (a f).
• Model (15FVG): Shows the valve (15FVG). Its role is to control the gas flow (g f).
The Hydraulic coupled model
• Model (15LIC01A): Shows the regulator (15LIC01A). Its role is to regulate the level of the tank. It sends the commands for opening and closing (o hy) towards the valve 15FV03 until this measured level equals the desired level (50%).
• Model (15FV03): Shows the valve (15FV03). Its role is to control the feeding water flow (w f) coming from the water station.
• Model (15H01): Shows the tank (15H01).
Its role is to calculate the level of the balloon (b l) by using the values provided by the regulator (15HIC01) and the valve 15FV03.
• In addition to these models, we consider two others: the APM model which provides internal system cooperation and monitoring and the graphical user interface GUS which provides the data inputs, outputs and controls. These DEVS models constitute the perturbation coupled model. 
An Atomic Model Behaviour and DEVS Specification Example
In order to give a practical example of the behavior of the modeled system, let us consider the regulator 15LIC12 illustrated in Figure 7 .
Initially, this component is in phase "passive", when a news t w f, c l and c w f respectively arrive on the inputs ports "d1, d2, d3" it goes to regulate the condensation. This is achieved by the sentence "hold-in active condensation time", which sets the phase to active and sigma to condensation time. Such handling of incoming values is represented in the external transition function, when a value arrives while the regulator is in "active" phase, it simply ignores it. This is achieved by the "continue" sentence which updates sigma to reflect the passage of elapsed time (t a ), but otherwise leaves the state unchanged. When the regulator has finished regulation, it places the orders (o cn) on port "d4" and returns to the "passive" phase. Sending of the orders is done by the output function which is called just before the state transition function. The latter contains the sentence "passive" which returns the model to the idle state in which the phase is "passive" and sigma is "infinity". All the other models of our system follow the same way of representation. Thus, the DEVS specification of the 15LIC12 regulator is represented in Table 1 . The DEVS formal specifications of all the atomic and coupled models of the simulator are summed up in Appendix 1 and Appendix 2, respectively.
Using Multi-agent System
This section is devoted to the system implementation. The models, previously obtained and formally verified and validated in DEVS, are developed by using the AALAADIN organizational model [14] , [15] .
AALAADIN focuses on the analysis, design and formalization of multi-agent systems in an organizational perspective. It is based on the conceptual model (AGR) by using the concepts of agents, groups and roles [12] .
In the present multi-agent design, we have retained the same decomposition of the system into atomic and coupled models. Thus, coupled DEVS models are represented by groups of agents and atomic models by agents.
The decomposition of agents, groups and roles played by agents between the groups is obtained in conformity with the DEVS decomposition based itself on the elementary components of the system which formed the atomic models. DEVS specification gives a rigorous and mathematical scheme of the formal structure and dynamical behaviour of each of these components. The second step, shown here, concerns the system implementation.
We use MAD-KIT platform as a programming environment in order to have executable codes and data structures concerning our system. Thus, to have an operational simulator, we take advantage of the flexibility as well as of the well adapted tools provided by the MAD-KIT environment. Table 2 presents these groups and agents. The roles played by the different agents are defined previously, by using DEVS specification, particularly the transitions between the states when specific events occur.
Practically, the atomic models are represented by agents, the coupled models by groups, the roles represent the states evolutions of the model, the inputs and outputs are materialized by interactions between agents or groups.
It is important to note here that we don't preconise this decomposition as a general shape (which would be formally proved). We adopted this approach to resolve only the application considered here. We are working actually to generalize this approach for other industrial systems and particularly the petroleum processes.
Groups Agents
Perturbation 
Implementation of the System
The MAD-KIT platform is a software environment which offers advanced tools for agents managing the use of the concepts of AGR. The MAD-KIT MAS platform is based on the AALAADIN organizational model. MAD-KIT is a set of packages of Java classes that implements the agent kernel, several libraries of messages, probes and agents. Tools for graphical development environment and standard agent models are included in MAD-KIT. This environment allows us to implement all the DEVS models by using MAS modelling. Interactions and communication between the agents are realised by message passing. Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 below give some examples of java codes.
Algorithm 1: Implementation of the 15LIC05 regulator public class 15LIC05 extends atomic{ protected float w f, c w f; protectedint o wf, i l, t l; protected double regulation fee time; protected String input; public 15LIC05(String name, double Regulation fee time)} super(name); addInport("a1"); addInport("a2"); addInport("a3"); addInport("a4"); addOutport("a5"); phases.add("active"); regulation fee time=Regulation fee time; } public void initialize(){ phase="passive"; sigma=INFINITY; o fw=0 // closing input=new String("in"); super.initialize(); }
Sending Messages
Basically, the aim of the agents is to exchange messages. This exchange of information is done through the class Message. This class defines only things like transmitter, receiver and the date of issuance.
The method sendMessage(AgentAddress, message) is the most basic and lowest level. It allows sending the message "message" to the agent at "AgentAddress" which may be obtained by another agent by requesting either group or the role. This method accepts two parameters:
• The first one is AgentAddress type that allows a unique identification of the address of the receiving agent; we get back thanks to the method: getAgentWithrole (group, role).
• The second parameter shows the message to be sent; the ObjectMessage class, for example, allows sending any object which gives great freedom to the programmer to compose the message.
Example:
Algorithm 2 shows how the 15FVA agent sends the new water flow (t w f) coming out towards the tank to the agent regulator 15LIC12: 
Receiving Messages
Each agent has a private mailbox in which the kernel posts messages, at the lowest level; there are two methods of receiving messages:
• is Message Box Empty (): Checks if the agent has not read his mailbox messages, which returns true if it is empty and if there are unread messages it returns false.
• next Message (): Method of recovering the first unread, which is then removed from the message box.
Example:
The portion of the following code shows the use of such methods by the 15L1C05 agent: 
Execution Policy
Within multi-agent systems, it is necessary to manage a wide number of granularity agents enough thin and to control their scheduling. It is almost impossible if we based on a process mechanism due to induced overload. In this case, we use "synchronous" agents via external agents that will define their synchronous execution policy. For the purpose of execution policy implementation, we set two levels: scheduler and activator.
The scheduling under MAD-KIT type is delegated to the agents inheriting the scheduler class. A scheduler agent aims to coordinate the execution of agents through generic objects tools called activators; the latter are the means for the scheduler to identify a set of agents.
The code of an activator has all the methods of other agents that will be set forth while it is activated by the scheduler agent. It should be noted here, that the methods set forth by activators are those of the agents which inherit the AbstractAgent and implement the ReferenceableAgent interface, and not the agents which inherit from the Agent class.
Indeed, the use of the schedulers and the activators reduces the rate of processor's use by system agents; moreover, their use provides more flexibility.
As shown in Figure 9 , we have used three scheduling agents (the water station scheduler, the perturbation scheduler and the boiler scheduler) which use a set of activators to execute the agents of our system:
• An activator which executes the code of APM agent.
• An activator which executes the code of GUS agent.
• Two activators, one for processing purpose and another for graphic display, which executes water station agents.
• Two activators, one for processing purpose and another for graphical display which execute boiler agents. 
The Use of the System
The user has a set of control and data inputs to initialize the system in several modes, the system runs according to these data. The states of the system are displayed on the synopsys in real time.
The user can launch the simulation by pressing the buttons TO WATER S and TO BOILER. Therefore these buttons will give him the possibilities of rocking the interfaces of the water station section and the boiler section. It can seize the load of the system in the text field. The results of simulation can be presented by curves with CURVES Button. A real time simulation is executed, as shown in Figures 10 and  12 which represent the water station and the boiler (see the technical diagram, in Figures 5  and 6 ) Thus, the user can pilot the operation of steam regeneration and (water) feeding of the boiler with water demineralized by publishing different data of regulation(c w f, t l, c l, g f, t w f,...) and can follow the system evolutions.
These data are presented graphically by curves (see Figures 11 and 13 ).
Conclusion
The objective of our simulation is to use rigorous formalisms and tools for a good representation of a complex industrial system process.
In this work, we have built a simulator of an industrial process. Use of this system is dedicated principally for training beginner operators, workers and new recruits, enabling them to understand and to simulate the system without acting on the real system and without stopping processes. This simulator saves time and money and prevents potential damages to the real system through manipulation. For the design and implementation of the system, we opted for a hybrid method that combines DEVS and multiagent platform MAD-KIT.
Actually, we are working on the generalization of the idea developed in this paper and we aim to propose a general method for building simulators able to operate on many classes of industrial systems. 
